
Industrial  Tunnel  Drying
Sterilizing  Microwave  Oven
for Brown Sugar White Sugar
Chili Power Curry Power

Introduction
Industrial  tunnel  drying  sterilizing  microwave  oven  is
specifically designed to dry and sterilize sugar, white sugar,
chili powder, curry powder and other food products. It has the
following important features: 1) high speed drying; 2) low
power consumption; 3) easy to use and operate. The industrial
tunnel drying sterilizing microwave oven is widely used in the
food industry for the preservation of food quality.

How  industrial  tunnel  drying
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sterilizing  microwave  oven  for
brown sugar white sugar chili power
curry power work
Industrial  Tunnel  Drying  Sterilizing  Microwave  Oven  is  an
advanced equipment used in the food industry. It has a length
of 35 meters, width of 10 meters and height of 6 meters. It
can be used for drying sterilizing microwave oven for brown
sugar white sugar chili power curry power work. The equipment
consists of tunnel drum, heat exchanger, sensor and control
system. The tunnel drum is made up of stainless steel material
and it can rotate at a speed of 1200 rpm. The heat exchanger
transfers  the  thermal  energy  from  the  tunnel  to  the  food
product. The sensor monitors the temperature inside the tunnel
and controller system controls the speed of rotation of the
tunnel drum according to this temperature.

Advantages  of  using  industrial
tunnel drying sterilizing microwave
oven  for  brown  sugar  white  sugar
chili power curry power
When it comes to preserving the flavor and nutritional value
of  food  items,  there  is  no  better  option  than  industrial
tunnel drying sterilizing microwave oven. This technology is
used to kill harmful microorganisms that may cause spoilage
and  foodborne  illness.  Additionally,  this  method  is  also
effective in reducing the formation of brown sugar crystals
and power curry flavors.

The benefits of using an industrial tunnel drying sterilizing
microwave oven for brown sugar white sugar chili power curry
power are numerous. First and foremost, this type of oven has
been proven to be an effective means of preserving food items.
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In fact, studies have shown that it can reduce the level of
bacteria  by  up  to  99%.  Additionally,  this  machine  also
destroys enzymes that can cause brown sugar crystal formation
and  the  flavor  power  in  chili  powder  and  curry  spices.
Consequently,  these  foods  will  taste  fresher  and  more
authentic  than  ever  before.

Furthermore,  using  an  industrial  tunnel  drying  sterilizing
microwave oven for brown sugar white sugar chili power curry
power has other important benefits. First and foremost, this
technology helps to prevent foodborne illness. Additionally,
it also reduces the amount of time required to prepare food
items  due  to  its  ability  to  kill  harmful  microorganisms
quickly.  As  a  result,  users  will  experience  faster  meal
preparation times that are both convenient and safe.

Last  but  not  least,  Industrial  Tunnel  Drying  Sterilizing
Microwave Oven for Brown Sugar White Sugar Chili Power Curry
Power  is  a  cost-effective  solution  that  provides  numerous
benefits for users.


